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[1] Before We Start…
Draw a ripple:

[2] Definitions:
toss
sets forth a motion
vibes
transform
spread
butterfly effect
predict
broadness
put forth
compassion
radiate
underestimate
influence
virtue
soul
existence
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[3] Watch the presentation

[4] Read the text
RIPPLES
Like a stone tossed into a quiet pond, water rings will continue to ripple out,
becoming bigger and bigger--much larger than the size of the original stone
that hit the water. Your words and actions are the same--they don't just end
there, with you. They go much further, beyond what you can imagine to people
and places you may never know about.
When you say or do something of value, it sets forth a motion of positive vibes.
That good energy gets transformed and spreads. From there, it continues to go
out, getting bigger and bigger.
Some value that you put out into the world, maybe yesterday or maybe last
year, right this moment might somewhere far away, be making someone's life
happier. It's like the butterfly effect. Be mindful of what motion you set forth
because you can never predict or control the distance and broadness travelled
of what you say or do.
Put forth warm-heartedness, compassion, kindness and love in your actions.
The more positive the vibes start out, the more positively they are likely to grow
and radiate out to the world. Put the very best of who you are into everything
you say and do, and your unique one-in-this-world value will spread and reach
unknown places.
Do not underestimate the influence that you have on life. Live each precious
second with virtue and love, and do and say things that come from a beautiful
place within your soul. By doing so, you will make the world a better place.
Your existence will make a positive difference.

Think about: Once started, the butterfly effect cannot be controlled or
stopped.
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[5] Circle the correct word:
• Water rings will continue to ripple out, becoming [ bigger and bigger / smaller
and smaller ].
• Words and actions go beyond what you [ can / can’t ] imagine.
• Some value that you put out into the world long ago can right now be making
someone’s life [ happy / sad ].
• The more positive the vibes start out, the [ positively / negatively ] they
radiate out to the world.

[6] Similar meanings:
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

pond
motion
mindful
precious
soul
existence
spread

[A]
[B]
[C]
[D]
[E]
[F]
[G]

moving, traveling
valuable; priceless
being
stretch out
small lake
aware; conscious
spirit; inner self

[7] Listen and fill in the blanks:
Put forth __________________________________, compassion, kindness and love in
your ________________. The more positive the ____________ start out, the more
positively they are ________________ to grow and radiate _________ _______ the
world. Put the very best of who you are into everything ________ ________
________ ______, and your unique one-in-this-world value will _____________ and
reach ______________________ places.
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TODAY’S ASSIGNMENT
In pairs or in a small group, answer or do the following:
1. Explain the butterfly effect. Use a diagram if necessary.

2. Write one real example (*each) from your life when something you heard
ripped through you and make you sad, angry, hurt, happy, relieved, etc.
Include who said it, when you heard it, what kind of situation it was, and how
you felt (what effect it had on you). *Each member of your group must share
one story each.
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